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Electromyographic (EMG) activity was analyzed for the occurrence of synergistic patterns during the steady hold periods of force in the precision grip. To establish the presence of muscle synergies in the amplitude (spatial) domain, the EMG activation levels of pairs of simultaneously active muscles were linearly correlated. Cross-correlations of EMG activity were computed to quantify muscle synergies in the spatiotemporal domain (synchronization). A muscle pair was defined to be synergistically coupled or synchronously activated when the correlation (amplitude domain) or cross-correlation (time domain) was significant for at least two of the three steady state force levels. Muscle synergies in the amplitude domain were found in one-third of the 213 muscle pairs tested, distributed among 47 of the 82 tested muscle combinations. Coactivation was the predominant synergistic pattern, whereas trade-off comprised not more than 23% of the synergies. Cross-correlation peak size varied between 5 and 39% of the autocorrelation size, with delays in the range of _+8 ms and base width between 12 and 20 m s . Synchronization was found in one-fourth of the 213 muscle pairs tested and among 35 of the 82 muscle combinations, i.e., less frequently than covariation of EMG activity levels. However, the interindividual prevalence was higher for synchronization than for synergies in the amplitude domain, since, for the synergistic muscle combinations, almost twice as many muscle pairs were found to be synchronized than coupled in the amplitude domain. Synergies in the two domains occurred independently in some pairs and concurrently in other cases, and were observed between muscles moving the thumb, the index finger, or both digits. Synchronization was more frequent in pairs of muscles supplied by branches of the same peripheral nerve (46%) Abstract
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than in those innervated by different nerves (18%). Synergies in the amplitude domain were distributed in s i m i lar proportions across intrinsic, extrinsic, and combinations of both types of muscles, whereas synchronization mainly occurred in pairs of intrinsic muscles.When the task was repeated with slightly lower target forces, there were fewer synergies in the amplitude domain (in 52 of the 213 pairs, distributed among 35 of 82 muscle combinations) and their distribution changed, indicating a flexible, force-dependent mechanism. In conclusion, no strictly coherent interindividual pattern of synergies in the spatial domain could be established. H a n d 9 Isometric force - Precision grip Muscle synergy 9Coactivation 9Trade-off. Human Key words



Introduction Finely graded force in the precision grip is controlled by at least 15 simultaneously active muscles, which define the position and stiffness of the six thumb and index finger joints. This complexity leads to one of the most important problems in motor control, i.e., how the central nervous system (CNS) controls multiple degrees of freedom (DoF). Since the musculoskeletal system of the hand is composed of a great number of linked segments and of many more actuators crossing the joints between the segments, it appears that the number of muscles available is higher than necessary to control the mechanical DoF in the grip (Bernstein 1967). It was demonstrated in the preceding paper (Maier and Hepp-Reymond 1995) that the electromyographic (EMG) activity of the 15 muscles subserving thumb and index finger, regardless of their contribution to force, displayed considerable trial-to-trial variability in the production of grip force. However, this variability was nonrandom, since the EMG amplitude at higher force levels could be predicted from that at the lower force levels. This kind of scatter suggests that the observed fluctuations in activity depend on coordinated and simultaneous
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EMG changes in two or more coactivated muscles, leading to invariant coupling of certain muscles during the task. Lee (1984) has offered a quantifiable concept of muscle synergy by emphasizing neural mechanisms which constrain permissible muscular activation patterns such that, for a chosen movement, individual control of muscles gives way in favor of a mandatory linkage of muscles. Such synergies should be recognizable by coherent temporal, spatial or scaling relations in muscle activation patterns. This concept differs from the movement synergies based on either the invariance in goal achievement or the similarity of movement trajectories. For example, a kinematic invariant of the point of contact of thumb and index finger tips has been shown for a rapid grasp (Cole and Abbs 1986), whereas dependencies of trajectories of neighboring digits have been found during typing (Fish and Soechting 1992). Both muscle synergies and kinematic invariances may be manifestations of neural constraints used to reduce the large number of DoE Muscle and movement synergies are neither mutually exclusive nor necessarily bound to occur simultaneously. It is conceivable that kinematic constraints could arise from muscle synergies. However, the larger the number of DoF, the more likely it is that invariant movements could also result from highly variable muscular activation patterns. Along this line, Macpherson (1991) suggested that muscle synergies might not necessarily be rigid mechanisms as originally believed, but might be set up according to "high level" strategies used to plan a given movement with respect to its goal and movement parameters. Such hierarchical control schemes could generate flexible, i.e., task-dependent muscle synergies. The present study investigates the role of muscle coordination in the static precision grip. Its objectives were to find out whether muscle synergies occur, whether they are fixed, and what the underlying mechanisms are. To answer these questions, spatial as well as temporal relationships (i.e., correlations of the EMG magnitude and cross-correlations) between the 15 muscles have been quantitatively analyzed in pairs of simultaneously recorded EMGs. This paper shows that muscle synergies occur in the two domains, but only in the minority of the cases, and that synchronization is relatively rare. The stability of muscle synergies between and within subjects is generally low. Preliminary findings have been reported previously in abstract form (Maier et al. 1991; Hepp-Reymond and Maier 1991).



Materials and methods The experimental setup, task, EMG and force recording procedures, and the data sample are identical to those in the preceding paper (Maier and Hepp-Reymond 1995) and are reported in detail therein. Briefly, experiments were performed with six healthy subjects, who gave their informed consent. The subjects sat comfortably in front of a video screen which continuously displayed three target force levels as horizontal lines. The subject grasped a fixed



but individually adjusted manipulandum with the palmar tips of thumb and index finger, 10 mm apart in opposition. A cast fitted to each subject's hand guaranteed the same hand posture over several sessions. A cursor provided instantaneous visual feedback of the grip force applied and displayed the force trace produced over time on the screen. Subjects produced three consecutive isometric ramp-and-hold force steps of 1 N each. For the first block of 20-25 trials the hold forces were 1, 2, and 3 N. A single trial lasted 15 s, during which the subject had to match the target forces displayed on the screen as accurately as possible. In each session, a second block of trials was performed with force levels of 0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 N. Two pairs of strain-gange force transducers measured the onedimensional force of the thumb and index finger separately. The two force components were added electronically, yielding the resultant grip force displayed on the screen. Intramuscular EMG activity was recorded from up to eight intrinsic and/or extrinsic finger muscles simultaneously. The following muscles were recorded from: 1. Thumb: Abductor pollicis brevis (AbPB), Opponens pollicis (OPP), Flexor pollicis brevis (FPB), Adductor pollicis (AdP), Extensor pollicis brevis (EPB), Extensor pollicis longus (EPL), Flexor pollicis longus (FPL), Abductor pollicis longus (AbPL). Index finger: First dorsal interosseous (1DI), First palmar interosseons (1PI), First lumbrical (1LUM), Extensor digitorum communis (EDC), Extensor digitorum proprius (EI), Flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS), Flexor digitorum profundus (FDP). Thumb, index finger, and total force, as well as the EMGs, were recorded on a 13-track FM tape for later analysis.



Analysis in the amplitude domain To obtain a global measure of muscle activation, the multiunit EMG signals were full-wave rectified and smoothed off-line by a moving analog averager (time constant 200 ms). EMG signals and forces were digitized at 100 Hz and stored and analyzed on a laboratory computer (for details see Maier and Hepp-Reymond 1995). Briefly, mean EMG amplitude during generation of static force was calculated at each force level for every trial. The duration of the segments varied from 2 to 3 s, depending on the stability of the force production. The number of segments varied between 54 and 105, depending on the number of trials performed per session. Mean EMG amplitude of two simultaneously recorded muscles were plotted against each other on a trial-by-trial basis. The degree of muscle coupling was assessed at each static force level separately by computing linear Pearson correlations. Statistical significance was set at the 5% level.



Analysis in the time domain The existence of muscle coupling in the time domain was established by computing cross-correlations between two simultaneously recorded EMGs. For that purpose, the EMG signals were fullwave rectified, low-pass filtered (100 Hz cutoff), and digitized at 500 Hz on a personal computer using a CED 1401 interface and Spike2 software. Force was digitized at 100 Hz. Segments of 2.1 s of EMG data were selected during the hold phase of each force level. The mean EMG activity during this period was calculated and subtracted from the data. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was performed on each segment of data. The FFT (using the Parzen window) was calculated in the frequency range of 0-128 Hz, with a resolution of 0.5 Hz. Cross-correlations between EMG activity of two muscles were computed by multiplying the FFT of EMG from one muscle by the complex conjugate of the FFT of EMG from the other muscle. This product was then inversely transformed and summed over all trials of a single force level (Press et al. 1988). The time resolution of the correlogram was 2 ms. Muscle activity was considered synchronous if the size of the peak was more than 4 SD of the total signal. This statistical limit was chosen so that all peaks fulfilling this criterion had lag or lead times smaller than 15 ms, which was estimated to be the greatest



125 conceivable difference in the peripheral conduction delay to the two recording sites. The size of the cross-correlation peak was expressed as a percentage of the height of the respective autocorrelatlons, and peaks larger than 40% were presumed to result from cross-talk and discarded from the data. A similar procedure was used by Flament et al. (1992), who used a 15% rejection threshold for cross-talk in wrist muscles. In contrast, Bremner et al. (1989) estimated the size of common input to two different digit muscles between 20 and 30%. Buys et al. (1986) used a more complicated rejection schema: the mean cross-correlation peak size was 60% for rejected pairs and 24% for accepted pairs. A threshold of 40% was chosen here, since cross-correlations were computed from the multiunit EMG and not from single motor units as in the studies mentioned above. All the pairs discarded for cross-talk were from adjacent muscles



Results Two aspects of muscle coupling have been investigated. Firstly, several muscles can vary their activity (measured as EMG amplitude) in a coherent fashion. The term "muscle synergy in the amplitude domain" was chosen for this kind of coupling. Secondly, muscles can also vary their activity in a synchronous fashion, called here "muscle synergy in the time domain."



Muscle synergies in the amplitude domain To test whether the EMG activity of a particular muscle covaries with that of another muscle, linear correlation coefficients were computed between the EMG activity of two muscles recorded simultaneously. Correlation coefficients were obtained at each force level separately, i.e., in three different steady state conditions. Two muscles were considered synergistically activated if there were significant correlations of the same sign for at least two of the three force levels. Following the terminology used by Sirin and Patla (1987), positive correlations were called "coactivation synergies" and negative correlations "trade-off". Figure 1 depicts the six muscle combinations which resulted from four muscles recorded simultaneously and whose activity as a function of force is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of the companion paper (Maier and Hepp-Reymond 1995). Four of the six muscle pairs displayed significant positive correlations at all three force levels and were classified as muscle synergies of the coactivation type. The FPB-EPB pair was also accepted as an example of coactivation, since two of the three correlations were significant. The activity of the FPL and EPB muscles was not related. Examples of trade-off synergies are shown in Fig. 2 for the FDP-AdP pair in two different subjects. The correlations between the activity of the two muscles, measured at each force level separately, are negative and significant.



Data base The permutation of the 15 muscles results in 105 possible muscle combinations. The sample of muscles record-



ed in the six subjects allowed the analysis of 82 muscle combinations. Since these muscle combinations were tested in different numbers of subjects and sometimes repeatedly in single subjects, correlation coefficients were calculated for a total of 213 muscle pairs. This represents the full data base (Table 1). Furthermore, a reduced but more representative data set was used (Table 1), which contained the muscle combinations and pairs which were recorded in at least two subjects. This data set contained 175 muscle pairs distributed among 46 muscle combinations. Data were analyzed separately for the two consecutive experimental blocks. The results are reported with respect to the 82 or 46 muscle combinations tested, since the absolute numbers (i.e., with respect to the 213 or 175 muscle pairs; see Table 1) might be biased by the uneven distribution of sessions among the muscle combinations.



Occurrence of muscle coupling (full data base) Figure 3 displays, in a triangular matrix, all 105 muscle combinations, 82 of which had been tested at least once in a single subject and 46 in at least two subjects. The data obtained for each muscle combination are represented in the following manner: the filled sectors of the octagon indicate the number of sessions; in black, the sessions with synergy and, in gray, those without synergy. The dots in the corners of each field give the number of subjects in which the combination was tested, with black dots for subjects with at least one instance of synergy and gray ones for those without synergy. The criterion to classify a subject among those with synergy was the occurrence of muscle coupling in at least one session. A similar criterion applies for the muscle combinations: a particular combination is considered synergistic as soon as one subject showed one incidence of synergy for this combination. For example, the matrix shows that, for the 1DI-1PI combination, a total of seven sessions were performed in four subjects, two of which had synergy in a single session each. Among the 82 different muscle combinations tested in the first block, 47 (57%; Table l) showed either coactivation or trade-off synergies in at least one subject (i.e., those with at least one black dot in Fig. 3). Among these, 83% were classified as coactivation and only 11% as trade-off. Trade-off occurred in the following combinations: 1DI-FPB, AbPB-FDR AdP-FDR FDS-FDR and FPL-AbPL. Three muscle combinations (AdP-AbPB, AdP-EDC, OPP-EDC) displayed coactivation for some subjects and trade-off for others and were called "mixed". Figure 4 shows the distribution of muscle coupling in the second experimental block, with slightly smaller grip forces of 0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 N. Synergies were detected in 43% of the 82 muscle combinations, with coactivation in 60% of them, trade-off in 23% (1DI-OPP, AdP-1PI, AdP-FDR OPP-EPL,. AbPB-FDP, FPB-EPB, FPB-EPL, FDS-AbPL), and mixed cases in 17% (1DI-AdR 1PIEDC, AdP-OPP, AdP-FPB, EDC-AbPB, EDC-EPB).



126 Fig. 1 Synergies in the amplitude domain assessed by correlating EMG activity of two muscles. The six scatter diagrams show all combinations of four simultaneously recorded muscles (see Figs. 2 and 3 of Maier and Hepp-Reymond 1995). Each scatter diagram displays the EMG amplitude of one muscle as a function of the amplitude of another muscle within selected force segments for three force levels (segment duration 2-3 s). The correlations are computed for each force level separately and are all significant (P 
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